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11..          PPrreeffaaccee

A lot of incoming and outgoing e-mails are records and have administrative or legal value. These e-
mails may not be liquidated. Same goes for attachments that arrive with e-mail.

E-mails and attachments shouldn’t be archived within the e-mailsystem, but should be stored
together with related (internal) documents, on the internal shared serverspace. This way, an
electronic file is created which contains all the related documents pertaining to the same case or
subject. When applying this guideline correctly, you will have the additional advantage of releaving
the mailserver. 

Don’t use the standardised e-mailform from MS Outlook to archive mails and their attachments.
Use a customised e-mailform. This form contains some extra headers and a script which provides
some extra functionalities. These enable the registration of contextual information and the
exporting of mails in a more user-friendly and automatical way. Appendix 1 and 2 contain
instructions for the installation of this form and information on some MS Outlook quirks. 

22..         TThhee  rreeccoorrdd--kkeeeeppiinngg  ooff  ee--mmaaiillss  aanndd  aattttaacchhmmeennttss

STEP 1: IS THE E-MAIL A RECORD?

Which e-mails have record status: which e-mails are preserved and which e-mails may
be deleated immediately?

Wo keeps the e-mails: the sender? the addressee? both?

Consult the records schedule for e-mails on eFloris

(http://stad.antwerpen.be/stadsarchief → Archiefbeheer→ Selectielijsten)

STEP 2: SAVE INCOMING E-MAILS AS WELL AS OUTGOING E-MAILS AND
ATTACHMENTS

Incoming e-mails: all incoming e-mails normally end up in your “Inbox” 

Outgoing e-mails: the outgoing messages are stored in the “sent messages” folder if
you choose OPTIONS in the menu EXTRA, and subsequently E-MAILOPTIONS, check the
box at the option “store copy of sent messages in the folder sent messages”.

Incoming attachments arrive in your “Inbox” together with the e-mail

Outgoing attachments can be found in the matching folder on the serverdisk and
shouldn’t be saved a second time. However, if they cannot be found there, then the 

http://stad.antwerpen.be/stadsarchief
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attachments should be saved.

STEP 3: CREATE A FOLDER STRUCTURE ON THE  SHARED SERVERDISK

A folder structure that is logical and well construed, enables the creation of electronic files. All e-
mails and documents relating to the same case or subject are grouped together. Follow the
guideline electronic archive: guideline 3, when creating a folder structure. (January 2002) 

(http://stad.antwerpen.be/stadsarchief → Archiefbeheer → Digitale Archivering → Richtlijnen).

Make sure the outgoing e-mails
are kept in a seperate folder

SENT ITEMS

Example of an  electronic file within
an  folderstructure with all the

relevant e-mails, attachments and
internal workdocuments.

http://stad.antwerpen.be/stadsarchief
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STEP 4: ADD CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION AND REGISTER ATTACHMENTS

A number of fields are added to the default headers for incoming and outgoing e-mails. These fields
serve three purposes:

the explicite registration of the time and date of sending and receiving. This happens
automatically. 

the e-mail is contextualised: to enable us to interprete the e-mail afterwards, we have
to know the context in which the e-mail was created, received or used. The sender fills
out his registration- or classification meta data in the “sender classification” field. The
recipient fills out his own registration- or classificationsystem data in the
“classification addressee” field. The emailform has buttons with which you can browse
through the folder structure to the corresponding subjectfolder. Select the
corresponding subjectfolder in which the mail belongs. The foldername is filled out in
the headerfield together with the path.  

recording the link between the e-mail and attachment(s): The e-mail and attachments
are seperated when transferring them outside the e-mailsystem. (see further) The
filename is registered automatically in the field “attachments” and the relationship
between the e-mail and attachment(s) is registered. This happens automatically each
time when:

- the sender inserts an attachment (insert! attachment/item drag, and drop)

- the addressee opens his mail

- the addressee clicks on the button “attachment”

A. The sender archives his outgoing e-mails.

Click “new” and the adapted e-mailheader is shown.

1. click on the button “FILE” (DOSSIER) and choose the corresponding subjectfile  

    through the dialog box. 

2. check whether the correct filename is filled out when inserting your attachments.
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Sending e-mail

The e-mail arrives in the folder “sent items” with the e-mailheader for received e-
mails. This e-mailheader contains all the necessary meta data for the sender and
doesn’t need any addition.

B. The addressee archives his incoming e-mail

The e-mail arrives in the folder “Inbox”

1. Add the registration- or classification metadata. To do this, click on the button “FILE
ADDRESSEE” (DOSSIER GEADRESSEERDE)

2. Adjust, if necessary, the number of attachments and filenames.

customised header
for outgoing e-mail

with additional
fields.
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STEP 5: TRANSFERRING THE E-MAILS AND ATTACHMENTS TO A FOLDER ON THE
SERVERSPACE

A. Transferring the attachment(s)

Select the e-mail

Choose: File → Saving attachments

−  Save the attachments one by
one when the foldername
needs adjusting or when the
attachments belong to
different folders.

−  Save the attachments
together when the filenames
don’t need to be changed
and can be placed in the
same folder.

Customised header
for incoming e-mails

with additional fields.
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Open the folder where the attachments are stored

If necessary, adjust the filename:

− Give the attachment a unique and meaningful filename.

− Only use the permitted characters (A-Z,0-9,_).

− First check for files with the same filenames in the folder, because otherwise        

      you will overwrite these files. Consult Electronic Archive: guideline 3. 
      Folderstructure and filenames for electronic records. (January 2002).

− Don’t forget to adjust the filename in the e-mailheader

Save the files in their original file format.

Remove the attachment in the e-mail.

B. Transferring an e-mail message 
 

Select the e-mail with archival value

Change the filename in the headerfield “files in attachment” if you’ve changed it
when transferring the attachement.

Clique on the “EXPORT” button. The dialog box opens the folder which was designated
by the sender or addressee as registration- or classificationcode. If the mail still
contains attachments, then an error message appears. Export the attachements first
(See A)
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Filename:

− Choose a unique and meaningful filename. Adding the senders name and date
of sending/receiving will make it easier to find an e-mail afterwards. Consult
Electronic Archive; Guideline3. Folderstructure and filenames for electronic
documents. (January 2002)

− Only use the permitted characters (A-Z, 0-9,_). The e-mailform and the
matching script will substitute all the invalid characters. 

− First check for files with the same filenames in the folder, otherwise you will
overwrite these files. 

Save the e-mail in the “message file format (*.msg)”. When exporting the e-mails
trhourg the buttin “EXPORT, *.msg is the preset fileformat.

Delete the e-mail in your “Inbox”  or “sent items”
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33..         ??  MMoorree  iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn??  QQuueessttiioonnss??  SSuuggggeessttiioonnss??

More information on archiving e-mails is available on the DAVID-website
(http://www.antwerpen.be/david)

F. BOUDREZ en S. VAN DEN EYNDE, Archiving  e-maisl. DAVID-rapport nr. 4.

S. VAN DEN EYNDE, Archiveren van e-mail. Deel 1: de controlerechten van de records
manager, in: Bibliotheek- & Archiefgids, 77 (2001), 5, p.15-19. (Dutch only)

F. BOUDREZ, Archiveren van e-mail. Deel 2: een archiveringssysteem voor e-mails, in:
Bibliotheek- & Archiefgids, 77 (2001), 5, p.9-14. (Dutch only)

F. BOUDREZ, Preserving e-mails as XML-documents, 3ème Journée des Archives(UCL): Les
archives électroniques: Quel défi pour l'avenir, Louvain-la-Neuve, 9 mei 2003.

DTD / XML Schema for archived e-mails  

Stylesheet (XSL) for archived e-mails 

                   Turn to DAVID for all your questions and suggestions:
     e-mail: david@stad.antwerpen.be

                 telephonenumber: 0032 (0)3 206 9415

AAppppeennddiixx  11::  IInnssttaallllaattiioonn  ooff  tthhee  ee--mmaaiillffoorrmm

MS Outlook offers the possibility of working with a customised e-mailform. It is possible to
use such a costumised form as the standardform when using MS Outlook 2000 or higher.
When opening an e-mail the costumised e-mailform opens automatically. The installation
proces consists out of two steps: publishing the new e-mailform and adjusting the
Windowsregister. 

A. Publishing the new e-mailform

Execute the following steps:

start up MS Outlook 2000/2002 

download the OFT-file from the DAVID website
(http://www.antwerpen.be/david/downloads/DAVID_emailsjabloon.zip) and
unzip the file (f.i. with Winzip)

double-click in the Windows Explorer on this OFT-file

mailto:david@stad.antwerpen.be
http://www.antwerpen.be/david/downloads/DAVID_emailsjabloon.zip
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choose ‘Macro’s inschakelen’ when the dialogue box ‘Waarschuwing: bezig
met openen van naamloos’ appears

choose in MS Outlook in the menu ‘EXTRA’ the option ‘Forms’ and
consequently the item ‘Formulier publiceren als …’

select ‘ Centrale formulierenbibliotheek’ (Central Forms Library) in the drop-
down box and fill out the name of the form ‘DAVID_emailformulier’in the text
box ‘Weergegeven naam’. At the bottem of the dialoguebox appears the
name of the form: IPM.Note.DAVID_emailformulier.

clique on ‘publishing’

answer ‘No’ to the question whether or not you want to check the box 

‘Save form definition with item’

Now, the customised e-mailform is published and available for everyone who has access to
these forms in the Central form library of MS Exchange. If necessary, contact the
mailserver adminstrator.

B. Adjusting the Windowsregister

The next steps are meant to install the customised forms on the clientcomputers as the
standardform. This requires a change in the Windowsregister of each clientcomputer. For
this you can use the registerfile from the DAVID-website.
http://www.antwerpen.be/david/downloads/FormAdmin_DAVIDemailformulier.zip. 

Be carefull: this registerfile assumes that the costumised form was published under the
name ‘DAVID_emailformulier’. This registerfile contains the following data: 

REGEDIT4

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\9.0\Outlook\Custom Forms]

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\9.0\Outlook\Custom Forms\Compose]

"IPM.Note"=hex:49,50,4d,2e,4e,6f,74,65,2e,44,41,56,49,44,5f,65,6d,61,69,6c,66,6f,72

,6d,75,6c,69,65,72,0,49,50,4d,2e,4e,6f,74,65,0

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\9.0\Outlook\Custom Forms\Read]

"IPM.Note"=hex:49,50,4d,2e,4e,6f,74,65,2e,44,41,56,49,44,5f,65,6d,61,69,6c,66,6f,72

,6d,75,6c,69,65,72,0

You can also copy the data from the box above and paste it into a new file whithin
Windows notepad. Save this file on the hard disk. The filename of this registerfile can be
chosen freely, but make sure it has the extension ‘.reg’.
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double-clique in the Windows Explorer registerfile

answer ‘yes’ to the question whether or not you want to add these data to
the Windows register. 

If you open a mail in MS Outlook 2000, you will see the costumised form.

AAppppeennddiixx  22::  MMSS  OOuuttllooookk  qquuiirrkkss

The use of costumised e-mailforms instead of the standard Outlookforms has some,
sometimes totally unexpected, side effects. For some of these quirks simple
makeshiftmeasures can be used, others are ‘known issues’ for Microsft and ‘inherent on
working with customised forms’. For these last kind of quirks, there is usually no solution
available. An overview:

changing pictogram after reading: after the opening of an- e-mail, the closed
envelope will not open. But the opened mails aren’t listed in bold anymore.
The pictogram doesn’t show whether or not the mail has been answered or
forwarded. ! no solution

in the MS Outlook menu IMAGE the items ! FROM and BCC aren’t available
anymore. The FROM- and/or BCC fields can not be added ad hoc to the e-
mailheader.

Solution FROM-field: if necessary, this can be programmed in the customised
e-mailform

Solution BCC-field: BCC-addressees kan be added to the TO or CC button

it’s no longer possible to insert a signature automatically ! no solution

According to Microsoft, electronic signatures and encryption do not always
work when using a customised e-mailform.

the automatic function to receive a receipt- and readingconfirmation
(through EXTRA - OPTIONS - …) does not work with a costumised e-mailform.

Solution: after opening a mail, through BESTAND - EIGENSCHAPPEN (file-
properties), check the box saying that you wan’t to receive a reading- and/or
receipt confirmation.

the preview pane doesn’t work with e-mailforms which uses vbscript. A grey
box appears in the preview pane! no solution


